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XML Data Management: Native XML and XML-Enabled Database SystemsAddison Wesley, 2003
The past few years have seen a dramatic increase in the  popularity and adoption of XML, the eXtensible Markup Language. This explosive  growth is driven by its ability to provide a standardized, extensible means of  including semantic information within documents describing semi-structured data.  This makes it possible to...
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Performance Analysis for Java WebsitesAddison Wesley, 2002
How well a Web site performs while receiving heavy user traffic  is an essential factor in an organization's overall success. How can you be sure  your site will hold up under pressure?

Performance Analysis for Java(TM) Web  Sites is an information-packed guide to...
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Modernizing Legacy Systems: Software Technologies, Engineering Processes, and Business PracticesAddison Wesley, 2003
"The potential impact of this book cannot be overstressed.  Software systems that are not continually and adequately evolved and, in  particular, legacy systems that have not been so maintained, can threaten an  organization's very survival. I recommend the book as a must for people directly  involved in such evolution,...
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XML Topic Maps: Creating and Using Topic Maps for the WebAddison Wesley, 2002
The explosive growth of the World Wide Web is fueling the need  for a new generation of technologies for managing information flow, data, and  knowledge. This developer's overview and how-to book provides a complete  introduction and application guide to the world of topic maps, a powerful new  means of navigating the World Wide...
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Test Driven Development: By ExampleAddison Wesley, 2002
Clean code that works - now. This is the seeming contradiction  that lies behind much of the pain of programming. Test-driven development  replies to this contradiction with a paradox-test the program before you write  it.

A new idea? Not at all. Since the dawn of computing,  programmers have been...
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Data Binding with Windows Forms 2.0 : Programming Smart Client Data Applications with .NETAddison Wesley, 2006
"Data Binding  with Windows Forms 2.0 earns a gold star and a prized place in my  development book library. Brian is an exceptional teacher of technology, best  practices, and technique. He continues to educate at every presentation I  attend; his book...
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The Art of Computer Programming, Volume 2: Seminumerical Algorithms (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 1981
Knuth's multivolume work, widely recognized as the definitive description of classical computer science, is now available in an attractive, boxed set. The three volumes included in this set have each been revised recently to reflect developments in the field. As earlier editions clearly demonstrated, they comprise an invaluable resource in...
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Understanding Web Services: XML, WSDL, SOAP, and UDDIAddison Wesley, 2002
Web services are changing the way we think about distributed software systems, but there's a limit
to what they can do. This book describes the core enabling technologies—WSDL, SOAP, and
UDDI—and identifies where Web services begin and end and where existing technologies take
over.
This book describes the concepts...
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Agile Software Development EcosystemsAddison Wesley, 2002
This book describes--in depth--the most important principles of Agile development: delivering value to the customer, focusing on individual developers and their skills, collaboration, an emphasis on producing working software, the critical contribution of technical excellence, and a willingness to change course when demands shift. All major...
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The Essence of Object-Oriented Programming with Java and UMLAddison Wesley, 2001
You've written some lines of Java code and created a few objects, yet you understand that this doesn't constitute true object-oriented programming. As a Java programmer, you want to get more out of your efforts. This introduction to the basics of object-oriented programming and the Unified Modeling Language (UML) will give you a firm foundation...
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Database Design for Mere Mortals: A Hands-On Guide to Relational Database Design, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
No previous background in database design is necessary to read  this book. The reason you have this book in your hands is to learn how to design  a database properly. If you're just getting into database management and you're  thinking about developing your own databases, this book will be very valuable to  you. It's better that...
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Software Configuration Management Patterns: Effective Teamwork, Practical IntegrationAddison Wesley, 2002
Effective software configuration management (SCM) strategies  promote a healthy, team-oriented culture that produces better software. Software Configuration Management Patterns alleviates  software engineers' most common concerns about software configuration  management—perceived rigidity...
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